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Controlled drugs excepted from the prohibition on possession when in the form of a medicinal
product; excluded from the application of offences arising from the prohibition on importation and
exportation when imported or exported in the form of a medicinal product by any person for
administration to himself; and subject to the requirements of regulations 22, 23, 26 and 27.

"authorised as a member of a group" means authorised by virtue of being a member of a class as
respects which the Secretary of State has granted an authority under and for the purposes of
regulation 8(3), 9(3) or 10(3) which is in force, and "his group authority", in relation to a person who
is a member of such a class, means the authority so granted to that class;

"health prescription" means a prescription issued by a doctor or a dentist under the National Health
Service Act 1977[3], the National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978[4], the Health and Personal
Social Services (Northern Ireland) Order 1972[5] or the National Health Service (Isle of Man) Acts
1948 to 1979 (Acts of Tynwald) or upon a form issued by a local authority for use in connection with
the health service of that authority;

    (2) In these Regulations any reference to a regulation or schedule shall be construed as a
reference to a regulation contained in these Regulations or, as the case may be, to a schedule to
these Regulations, and any reference in a regulation or schedule to a paragraph shall be construed
as a reference to a paragraph of that regulation or schedule.

    (2) The application of section 3(1) of the Act, in so far as it creates an offence, and the application
of sections 50(1) to (4), 68(2) and (3) or 170 of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979, in
so far as they apply in relation to a prohibition or restriction on importation or exportation having
effect by virtue of section 3 of the Act, are hereby excluded in the case of importation or exportation
by any person for administration to himself of any drug specified in Part II of Schedule 4 which is
contained in a medicinal product.

     5. Where any person is authorised by a licence of the Secretary of State issued under this
regulation and for the time being in force to produce, supply, offer to supply or have in his
possession any controlled drug, it shall not by virtue of section 4(1) or 5(1) of the Act be unlawful for
that person to produce, supply, offer to supply or have in his possession that drug in accordance
with the terms of the licence and in compliance with any conditions attached to the licence.
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    (2) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 4(1)(b) of the Act, any person who has in his
possession a drug specified in Schedule 2, 3, 4 or 5 which has been supplied by or on the
prescription of a practitioner for the treatment of that person, or of a person whom he represents,
may supply that drug to any doctor, dentist or pharmacist for the purpose of destruction.

    (4) It shall not by virtue of section 4(1)(b) or 5(1) of the Act be unlawful for any person in respect
of whom a licence has been granted and is in force under section 16(1) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981[10] to supply, offer to supply or have in his possession any drug specified in
Schedule 2 or 3 for the purposes for which that licence was granted.

(f) a person who is in charge of a laboratory the recognised activities of which consist in, or include,
the conduct of scientific education or research and which is attached to a university, university
college or such a hospital as aforesaid or to any other institution approved for the purpose under this
sub-paragraph by the Secretary of State;

    (3) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 4(1)(b) of the Act, a person who is authorised as a
member of a group may, under and in accordance with the terms of his group authority and in
compliance with any conditions attached thereto, supply or offer to supply any drug specified in
Schedule 2 or 5 to any person who may lawfully have that drug in his possession.

    (6) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 4(1)(b) of the Act, a person in charge of a laboratory
may, when acting in his capacity as such, supply or offer to supply any drug specified in Schedule 3
which is required for use as a buffering agent in chemical analysis to any person who may lawfully
have that drug in his possession.

    (2) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 5(1) of the Act, a person may have in his possession
any drug specified in Schedule 2, 3 or Part I of Schedule 4 for administration for medical, dental or
veterinary purposes in accordance with the directions of a practitioner, except that this paragraph
shall not have effect in the case of a person to whom the drug has been supplied by or on the
prescription of a doctor if - 

     11.  - (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 4(1)(b) and 5(1) of the Act, a registered
midwife who has, in accordance with the provisions of rules made under section 14(1)(b) of the Act
of 1997, notified to the local supervising authority her intention to practise may, subject to the
provisions of this regulation - 

     13. Section 8 of the Act (which makes it an offence for the occupier of premises to permit certain
activities there) shall not have effect in relation to the smoking of cannabis or cannabis resin for the
purposes of research on any premises for the time being approved for the purpose under this
regulation by the Secretary of State.

except that where the recipient is a practitioner and he represents that he urgently requires a
controlled drug for the purpose of his profession, the supplier may, if he is reasonably satisfied that
the recipient so requires the drug and is, by reason of some emergency, unable before delivery to
furnish to the supplier a requisition in writing duly signed, deliver the drug to the recipient on an
undertaking by the recipient to furnish such a requisition within the twenty-four hours next following.

(b) where furnished by the master of a foreign ship, contain a statement, signed by the proper officer
of the port health authority, or, in Scotland, the medical officer designated under section 14 of the
National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 by the Health Board, within whose jurisdiction the ship
is, that the quantity of the drug to be supplied is the quantity necessary for the equipment of the
ship.

    (6) Where the person responsible for the dispensing and supply of medicines at any hospital or
nursing home supplies a controlled drug to the sister or acting sister for the time being in charge of
any ward, theatre or other department in that hospital or nursing home (hereafter in this paragraph
referred to as "the recipient") he shall - 



(i) in the case of a prescription containing a controlled drug which is a preparation, the form and,
where appropriate, the strength of the preparation, and either the total quantity (in both words and
figures) of the preparation or the number (in both words and figures) of dosage units, as appropriate,
to be supplied;

    (2) Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4), a person supplying on prescription a controlled drug other
than a drug specified in Schedule 4 or 5 shall, at the time of the supply, mark on the prescription the
date on which the drug is supplied and, unless it is a health prescription, shall retain the prescription
on the premises from which the drug was supplied.

    (3) A person supplying temazepam on prescription in accordance with a prescription form of a
kind specified in regulation 2A(1)(a)(i) of the National Health Service (Pharmaceutical Services)
Regulations 1992 shall, at the time of the supply, enter on the form by electronic means the date on
which the drug is supplied.

    (4) In the case of a prescription containing a controlled drug other than a drug specified in
Schedule 4 or 5, which contains a direction that specified instalments of the total amount may be
supplied at stated intervals, the person supplying the drug shall not do so otherwise than in
accordance with that direction, and - 

     17. Nothing in regulations 15 and 16 shall have effect in relation to a prescription issued for the
purposes of a scheme for testing the quality or amount of the drugs, preparations and appliances
supplied under the National Health Service Act 1977 or the National Health Service (Scotland) Act
1978 and the regulations made thereunder or to any prescriptions issued for the purposes of the
Medicines Act 1968 to a sampling officer within the meaning of that Act.

(a) he shall, in accordance with the provisions of this regulation and of regulation 20, keep a register
and shall enter therein in chronological sequence in the form specified in Part I or Part II of Schedule
6, as the case may require, particulars of every quantity of a drug specified in Schedule 1 or 2
obtained by him and of every quantity of such a drug supplied (whether by way of administration or
otherwise) by him whether to persons within or outside Great Britain;
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